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How do 'C'
students
feel about
top GPA
classmates
Does the 'C'
student in your
English class resent
the student who's
grabbing 'Pis'? Or are
the top students
admi.red by those who
just get by?
What is it like to be
stereotyped as 'a
nerd'?
Reporter Etoi
Garrison surveyed 'C'
students from all
parts of the city to
answer these
questions. She also
interviewed the top
students themselves.
Her findings are
very different from
the comic characters
on television. You'll
find the REAL facts
about 'smart kids' on
Page 3.

-
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Also Inside:
•Our Special College Supplement offers help for seniors facing the fall
panic for college applications. Find out
about the new financial aid plan ... about
women's colleges and black colleges.
You'll find it all on Pages 7 thru 11.
•Young Chicago's first short story of
the year by Erin Martin portrays the
shocking relationship between one
teen and her mother. Her story appears
on Page 13.

•The next letter grade that you see w ill
be your own high school. The State of
Illinois has graded every school in the
State. When is Report Card Day? Find
out on Page 2.
•Before you open that bag of potato
chips, read the label. Just how much
do you know about what you 're about
to eat? Take the nutrition literacy test
·
and find out on Page 4.

nside Track .
Right to drop
gym kept secret

~Chicago Schools~ '*report card"
1985 testing scores·
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s chools
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Schools wait for 'report cards'
Illinois students won 't be the only
ones receiving repo rt cards this quarter. Their schools are receiving grades
as well.
The 12-page report cards, wh ich
are being compiled by the State Board
of Education , will each include statistics ranging from students ' ACT
scores to the school's average class
size.
Lee Milner of the Illinois Dept. of
Instruction said that the schoo l districts have already received their report cards, but to his knowledge, only
one district, Evanston, has publicized
the information.
Some school officials are concerned about the possibility of misusing the " report card" information once
it's made public. The officials fear that

schools will be marked as bad or
good without any consideration of
the difference in the economic backgrounds o f the students in each
school.
By law, the remaining dist ricts have
until Oct. 31 to distribute thei r reports. That means that Chicago students should find out about their
school through the daily papers during the first week of November.
Frank Mattaliano, a senior at Tilden,
says "I don't really care (about my
school receiving grades) just as long
as I graduate and get my diploma."
The idea to grade schools was initially suggested by Governor Thompson.
Adolfo Mendez

Homework plan hard to enforce
The new homework regulation for Chicago Publi c High School students of two
and a half hours of assignment work per
day is not changing the lives of most
high school students this year according to a random survey by New Expression in eight high schools.
" I've always tried to give 25 minutes to
an hour of homework becau se it g ives
the students a better understand ing of
what IS going on in class," said Edward
Lattyack , a math teacher at Lindblom.
A geometry teac her at Kelvyn Park,
Thomas Keyes, thinks that the new rule
by the Board is try ing to say, " Yes, par-

ents, you're kids do get homework."
Keyes hasn't c hanged his classroom
polic ies as a result of the ruling . " I'm
ti red of parents asking me whether their
child gets homework in my class," he
said. " I g ive it to them every night."
Michael Kane, a history teacher at
Kenwood , feels that it was a waste of
money to print the description of the
homework policy. " It's not tell ing the
teac hers anyth ing new. My students get
homework every night," he said.
Shortly after the new regu lation was
approved by the Board of Educati on in
Augu st , New Expression c ontacted

Although the right to be exempted
from gym class is now a state law,
most Chicago high schools are not
advising students of their rights.
Among the students from 23 different high schools interviewed by New
Expression, o nly Lincoln Park students reported that they had been
offered a means to apply for a P.E.
exemption. At Lincoln Park the announcement was made at a spec ia1
senior assembly.
"After the assembly I obta ined a
form from the chairman of the physical education department. Then I got
my parents ' s ignatures and my
coach's approval," said Kwesi Mercuri us, a senior at Linco ln Park. Mercurius n eeded his coach's signatu re because he was seeking an exemption
based on his participation in varsity
soccer.
A coach's signature was not needed
for those seeking an exemption because they needed another class for
graduation or for college entrance.
Those seeking academic exempt ions
were asked to meet with their counselors.
Mercurius retu rned his form to the
chairman of the P.E. Dept., who evaluated each ath lete's request for exemptio n. Within a week he received
approval to drop gym.
Mrs. Marna Shapiro, a counselor at
Linco ln Park, explained t hat a t hreeweek deadline was set for students
who wanted to be exempted from
gym. "We wanted to deal w ith the athletes before doing anything else," she
said. She was surprised that so few
students requested exempt ions. "To
my knowledge only about35 stu dents
have requested to be removed from
gym," she said.
Board officials to question them about
the practical pro blem of the 2.5 hours
requiremen t for high schools students
sin ce most high schoo l stu dents attend
six to eight classes a day. We asked
whether teachers would be expected to
confer w ith one another about homework loads. And we asked whether the
ruling treated lo ng-range independen t
projects such as term papers as part of
the daily req uirement. We were told that
each high schoo l would have to come up
with its own plan.
Lindblom pr inc ipal, A lice Pease, says,
"There is no spec ifi c way to deal w ith the
policy. There is no way that we can make
sure that that each student leaves school

A spokesperson for the Instruction
Committee of The Board of Educat ion admitted that the exem pt 1on process is comp licated. "One reason it
was made so d ifficu lt is that we don't
want every senior in the city requesting to be excused. So, to avoid this,
we made it difficult to do. We realize
that for some, exceptions must be
made, which is why th is policy was
created ."
But at most public schools the students haven 't even been informed
about " how difficult it is." Students
we talked to at Ju lian, Hyde Park,
Corl iss, Bogan, Lindblom, Wh itney
Young, Morgan Park, South Shore,
Englewood, Bowen, Kelvyn Park,
Gage Park, Mather, Harlan, Simeon,
Chicago Vocat ional, Metro, Dunbar,
Sullivan, Fenger, Carver, Crane and
Near North had no information about
any means they could take to request
an exemption .
At cert ain Catho li c high schools
such as St. Wil ibrord, Unity and St.
Ignatius, jun iors and senio rs are not
scheduled to take gym . They are
required to take fo ur semesters of
P.E. during freshman and sophomore
year, which balances out to the four
quarters' credit that the state requires.
At W ilibrord, though, there is a new
P.E. system set up this year. Eddie
J ones, P.E. teacher at Wi librord, explained that students must take four
semesters of gym for a graduation
requirement, any time during their
four years.
: (Continued on Page 5.)

Correction
In the September issue, New Expression incorrectly reported that
Luci us Williams , quoted in the " Drug
Jokes" story, was a member of the
CVS track team . Will iams has since
acknowledged that he was never a
member of the track team . We sincerely regret this error.
with two and a half hours of homework.
"I think that the pol icy should focus
more on the qual ity of the homework
rather than the quantity of it," she said.
Judith Steinhagen, DuSa ble principal,
said, "We have what is call ed a teacher/
student agreement in wh ich both the
students and the teachers meet to agree
on the amount of homework given."
Lisa Dorty, a sophomore at Kenwood
Academy, says she's never heard of the
new po licy from anyone at school. " But
it doesn't matter," she said . "I get at least
three hours of homewo rk every night
anyway."
Cynthia Catledge and Crystal Adams

Do you know a high school teacher who has Inspired students.
challenged students and enabled themto become the best
that they can be?

Nom mate that high school teacher today for The Second Annual
Golden Apple Awards

Winning teachers will receive:

To be eligible the teacher must be:

•
•
•
•

• currently teaching 1n grades n1ne through twelve 1n any public,
private or parochial school in Cook, Lake or DuPage County;
• willing to commit to contmue teach mg for a mimmum of two years
after rece1v1ng the award

a pa1d fall-semester sabbatical to study at Northwestern University:
free fall-semester classes at Northwestern Un1vers1ty
a cash award of $2.500:
Involvement 1n spec1al seminars with business and professional
leaders

TfACHf RSNAMf _ __
NOMINATORS NAME

__ -

HIGH SCHOOL

SUBJECT AREA
CITY SlATE ZIP - - - - - PHONE

Describe file dramallc difference fl11s reacher has made m the life ol a >POCIIIC swdonf

Commonrs can bo conunued on an addlflonal sneer
Retauonsh1p ol nommafor fo feachel
Teacher Sial!
Curren1studem
Former slu!lem
Admmrstralor
Parcn1 ol studcnl
Diner
No nomina/Ions wr/1 be accepted atrer December I 1986
Rerum lo rhe Foundauon lor Excellence m Teaching, 2551 N Clark Swle 401, Chicago, lL 60614 1717/312)549 0006
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students aren't seen as 'nerds'

By Etol Garrison

lan Alonzo has a 4.3 grade
average, and everyone in school
knows it. But no one is more
sensitive to what it means to be
a "smart kid" than lan h1mself.
"I think that students who get
"A's" like me believe that the " C"
and " D" students are angry at
them ," he said. " Instead of trying to be friendly toward us,
they make jokes. I just avoid
them," he said.
But according to a New Expression survey of 121 "C" students from all parts of the city,
lan may be over-reacting. The
"C" students (59%) see I an and
other smart kids as the students
who "keep the class interesting." The "C" students (49%)
"respect the smartest students
for making sacrifices to achieve
their academic accomplishments." And 49 percent see the
smart kids' curiosity as "rubbing off on other members of
the class."
"Most of the people that I
know make the class interesting and inspire me to study
harder," said Donna Stampley, a
senior at Harlan.
Cheremi Jones, a senior with
a 3.9 grade point average at
Hyde Park, actually seeks out
other students in her honors
class who are smarter than she
is. "I concentrate on learning
from them, not resenting them,"
she said.

The 'C' students
(59°/o) see 'fJ( students as the ones
who "keep the
class interesting."
In fact, the "C" students (45%)
are really happy to have these
smart kids around because they
"keeptheteacherhappysothat
the teacher doesn't get down on
the whole class. "
The "C" students in New Expression's survey do not see
smart students the way that
movies such as " Lucas" or the
"Breakfast Club" portray them.
Only 30 percent said that the
top students "make it hard to
feel good about going to class"
or "make it hard to participate in
class."
While most of the "C" students respect the smarter students, a few are annoyed by the

competition that occurs among
the smarter students. Dawn
Bedingfield, a senior with a 3.7
average at Fenger, is irritated by
the way "A" students compete
for grades. "When they compete with each other, it makes
me feel kind of bad and left out,"
she said.
It's this sense of competition
for grades that seems to damage the smart kids' image with
their classmates more than any
other quality.
Over half of the "C" students
(57%) in the survey said that
they see the smart students huddling together just before a test.
They are the ones who compare
their test marks as soon as papers are returned (61%). They
are the ones who choose the
front desks (50%) and raise their
hands regularly (63%).
Lenise Hightower, a sophmore
at Metro with an "A" average. is
aware of this competitive image.
She intentionally avoids answering some questions in
class. "Sometimes I have to be
silent because I don't want to be
the only one in the class to keep
answering questions," she said.
A third of the "C" students in
the survey resent the effect of
the smart students' competitive
attitude in their classes. According to 32 percent of them, "smart
students play a good game with
the teachers to get their grades."
"Grades are theproblem ,"lan
Alonzo agrees. "It seems that
sometimes my friends congratulate me and sometimes they
hate me because of good
grades."
Teachers are another problem to both the "A" students and
the "C" students. According to
the survey, students see teachers emphasizing the difference
between the smart and the average student.
One-third of the surveyed students with averages below 3.0
indicate that teachers allow the
smarter students to move ahead
as soon as they understand what
is being taught and leave the
other students behind.
Dr. Mary Jane Kearny, a professor at the National College
of Education, admits that teachers will usually be tempted to
call on students who are prepared. "But the teacher has to
create an atmosphere in which
everyone is encouraged to contribute to the class because
everyone has different perspec-
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tives to share in a discussi on,"
she said .
John Patton, an average junior at Hyde Park. says he experiences this frustration of not
contributing. "Sometimes I don't
speak up in class, not because I
didn't study, but because I'm
afraid that my answer won't be
as good as theirs," he said.
This frustration is a special
problem for "smart" girls. According to Judith Burleigh, Professor of Education at Roosevelt University, research indicates that girls arf> hesitant to
appear smarter. " Sometimes
students are afraid of being
laughed at. Friendships become
more important than grades for
some students, " she said.
Because of peer pressure,
Crystal Williams, a senior with a
3.8 grade point average at Whitney Young , admits that she gave
in to peer pressure and let other
people copy her papers. "After a
whi le I stopped because I decided that I worked hard for my
grade and they didn't," she said.
" I'm just like everybody else,
but 1 excel in school because I
work hard."

JACKETS

e SWEATERS

e

EMBLEMS

for ALL SCHOOLS
All Styles
wool, nylon or satin jackets
ORDER 1 to 1000

Come to our factory or phone us
for free design kit
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters For Groups
• Special Team Discounts
• Award Letters

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS

3344 W. Montrose
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What is 'fructose' doing to you?
~

How well do you read label~?
1. How many calories can a 16-year-old guy consume each day wh1le he son
the football team and still not gain we1ght?
-----"'. 2200
c. 4000
_ __ J . J . 3400
d. 5000
2. How many calories should a 16-year-old girl limit herself to if sh.e's
practicing daily on the swim team and does not want to gam we1ght?
- ---"'· 1500
c. 2300
_ _........u. 850
d. 4000
3. " High Fructose Corn Syrup" is an ingredient in Classic Coke and other soft
drinks, fructose is a:
. vitamin
c. sugar
- - --". fat
. all of the above

Photo

By Sonya Young
Do teens know how to read a Mars Bar unit on food . I bring in handouts and
wrapper? A can of Classic Coke? A bag labels from soup cans and other products. The class learns about what preof Ruffles Potato Chips?
" I don't know what I'm drinking," said servatives are and how they affect you .
''The questions asked in the class
Analisa Leppanen , a junior at Lincoln
Park, as she drinks a can of Dr. Brown's make it obvious to me that the students
Black Cherry Soda. " I read the labels on are very curious about their food and
food and feel really guilty. If everyone chemical intake. They have a more conreads the labels and finds out what some cerned attitude about the ef1ect of what
of the ingredients are and how they they are eating than they did before they
affect you, teens wouldn't eat the food." started the class, " he said.
Teens who learn about nutrition (and
" Biology and chemistry didn't help me
to learn about nutrition," says Ralph how to read the labels on foods) can
Paredes, a junior at Kenwood. " I never make healthier choices in the school
read the labels on foods. I just eat the cafeteria and at the grocery store," says
food."
Nancy Snider, a home economics-food
" It's hard," admits Sean Hicks a senior instructor at Mundelein College who
at Whitney Young . "The labels are hard helped New Expression prepare the fastto read because you don 't know what the food nutrition test on this page.
Mrs. Vivian Randolf, a biology teacher
long words are and what the stuff is."
It's so hard that 86 percent of the teens at Senn, says she is now asking her stuwho took the nutrition literacy quiz dents to look at menus and decide what
printed on this page failed to answer a balanced meal is and to list the foods
even half of the questions correctly.
and calories they consumed for a week.
For example, "Fructose," printed on
"Admittedly, this is the most extensive
the Coke can, is a sugar. There are other unit in nutrition I've taught," she says. " I
names for sugar, such as sucrose, corn
usually try to mention nutrition, but
syrup and dextrose. They all provide an there is not enough time in the curricuabundance of calories that end up as lum. I consciously try to cover some
added weight unless a person is active things about nutrition, but it's hard to
enough to burn them off.
relate it to everyday life."
Or take "monosodium glutomate," a
Tom Miller, a physical education
preservative found in Jays Barbeque teacher at Senn, believes that teens
Flavored Potato ehips, which leads to should have nutrition as a large part of
high blood pressure, especially when it's the P.E. class.
added to the "salt" which is also listed on
However. even if a P.E. nutrition class
the package.
were required, many teens wouldn't
Aamir Khan , a junior at Senn, is one of show much interest in it according to a
those rare students who has learned to New Expression survey. " I don't think I'd
read labels. Aamir learned to interpret pay attention in a health class, " says
the ingredients on food labels in his Latreece Gibbs, a junior at Sullivan. " It
honors chemistry class taught by Mrs. sounds boring."
Carol Collman.
" If a health -;lass were offered, I
Jack Streicher educates about labels wouldn't sign up for it," claims Holly Wilin his second year consumer education liams, a junior from Senn.
class at Senn. "We are constantly doing ·
Mrs. Bernadette Norris, a P.E. teacher
labeling," Streicher sai d. "I bring dozens at Lake View, recognizes this negative
and dozens of labels and explain a whole attitude towads nutrition in the classroom . "No, it's not going to change their
minds," she said. "Teenagers are mamly
fast- food people. A good nutrition c lass
may improve their c hoices in little ways,
but the media and peers will influence
them more. We just give them the basics

4. You are trying to lose weight and prevent cavities by avoiding sugar. Which
can of pop should you choose? The one that is sweetened with :
- - --"· corn syrup solids
c. invert syrup
_ _ _J..Jb. fructose
. none of the above
5. If you were going to buy the least fattening potato chips for a. party, what
ingredient would you look for on the package?
- - --"· hydrogenated shortening
_ _ _J J . palm oil
_ _ _c. coconut oil
_ _ _d. polyunsatuated vegetable oil
6. Imagine yourself at Burger King trying to avoid high-fat lunch. Which of
the following has the most amount of,fat?
- - --"· chicken sandwich
c. small fries
- ---'-'b. chocolate shake
d. small on ion rings
7. Tang is fortified with vitamin C . This means vitamin C
_ _ _..c.. occurs naturally in Tang
c. is both a and b
_ _ _.u. is added to Tang
d. is none of the above
8. Pink Panther and Sons Hot Cocoa Mix with Mini Marshmallows contain
carbonymethylecellulose. What is it?
_ _ _..a. a texturizer or thickner
c. a non-caloric sweetner
_ _ _.u. ground up sponges
d. a seaweed product
9. Runners consume carbohydrates such as pasta and bread to get
sustaining energy for a long race. Which of the following results from these
high carbohydrate foods?
_ _ _...,. causes sweating
_ _ _..~..b. provides about 113 calories per ounce
_ _ _c. provides 255 calories per ounce
- - --"'· none of the above
10. French fries are fried in saturated fat. This fat:
_ _ _..a. is only cholestrol
_ _ _JJ . cannot be burned off by exercise
-----'c. does not add calories to french fries
_ ____!d . occurs naturafly in french fries

Answers to labels test
1. (b) According to the Food and Nutrition Board, National Academy of
Science-National Research Council,
the recommended number of calories
for a 16-year-old male is 3500 if he is
healthy and active.
2. (c) A healthy and active 16-yearold girl should consume 2300 calories each day, according to the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council.
3. (c)
4. (d) Corn syrup solids, fructose and
invert syrup are all forms of sugar.
5. (d) Polyunsaturated vegetable oil is
the lightest of all the oils listed because it contains the least amount of
hydrogen atoms.
6. (a) Chicken usually has little fat,

But more than just the basics are
taught at the DuSable High School Clinic
because nutrition is given special attention. Students are counseled on a o neli~nlihiieiiaiiiliithilicliiaiisis.•"---------. . to-one basis.
Get involved with
··once a year we have a big sports
nutrition roundup when we talk to teen
New Expression!
athletes about how to increase carbohy drates and protein for a particular sport
and how much to eat before a game,"
Are you interested 1n becoming a re- says Lou 1se McCu rry, a nurse at the
po rter or reviewer for New Expression? c lin1c.
Then be sure to attend the second AllThe clin1c also pays spec ial attention
C ity meet1ng o n Wednesday, O ctober 29 to the dietary needs of pregnant teens
at 4:00. New Expression 1s located at 207 and diabetics. Pregnant students are
S.Wabash on the 8th floor.
examined on a regular basis and given
If you are unable to attend but are st1ll free pamphlets on nutrition. Diabetic
Interested 1n JOin mg the staff, contact students are helped with their diet and
Tanya Bonner at 663-0543.
blood sugar control.
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" The prog ram helps,'' says Sherita
Bundrage, a junior at DuSable. " I used to
eat a lot of j unk food, but now I don't. "
"I stopped eating junk food , too," adds
Jacquline Halface. a sen1or at DuSable.
" I don't eat anything fried after I found
out about my high-blood pressure."
"With education t here IS usually a
change in attitude, " McCurry concluded.
"Our health program is separate from
the health course taught in P.E. I think
our program is the jewel of the system."
But programs like DuSable's are hard
to find . Most students w e Interviewed
ad mit that they eat with out thinking. " L
f1gure it's not nutritional," says Ayanna
Sims, a sophomore at C alumet, as s he
walks out of Burger Kmg . "But I love the
taste. "

C. . 7 SOUl'ID

CELEBRITY
DISCipline t he m1 nd, body & spirit
Learn self-defense, kick oox1ng.
slick flghlong. kn1fe tact1cs.
bal 1song. Philippine karate. etc.

but when it is fried in various oils and
when mayonnaise-based sauces are
added, the amount of fat-increases.
7. (b) When Tang is fortified with
vitamin C, the vitamin is added to the
drink to enrich it and make Tang more
nutritious.
8. (a) The cocoa mix is t hickened with
carbon methyl cellose.
9. (b) Carbohydrates and proteins
both contain 133 calories per ounce.
10. (b) Saturated fats are found in
animal products like butter, meat, fat
and lard. They are filled with hydrogen atoms, which is t he chemical
basis for the term . These fats build up
and eventually increase cholesterol
levels that cannot be burnt off by
exercise.
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SER'IICE
A DIVISION OF
COTERIE SEVEN ENTERPRISE

WE PROVIDE D.J. SERVICE, SOUND
SYSTEMS & DISCO LIGHTING FOR
ALL OCCASIONS SPECIAL RATES
FOR WEEKLY JOBS & WEDDINGS
LESLIE RICHMOND
947-0451

Cruisers use cars to drag & brag
Jonas McMillan

At 79th and South Chicago
two motorcyclists meet at a traffie light. Their engines start to
rev and whine at a high pitch. As
the red light turns to green, the
screech of rubber fills the air as
the two cyclists barrel down a
city street full of admiring
watchers.
This scene is repeated about
thirty times a night on weekends in good weather. Drag raeing is nothing new. It has been
popular since at least the mid40's. However, today's new approach to racing is more casual
and laid back. It's often called
"cruising " when two young
motorists drive round and round
a known area until they meet at
a red light and decide to race.
On the South Side of Chicago, the hot spot on Friday
and Saturday nights is the White
Castle on 79th and South Chicago. Cars usually start to arrive around midnight and keep
coming until 2 a.m. The most
popular cars are mid-70's GM
models like Cadillacs, Regals,
Skylarks and Camaroes.
The actual number of racers
is slim compared to the number
cruising and showing-off. The
98 Club, consisting of latemodel Olds 98's, Chevy lmpa-

las, Buick Riveras and various
so uped-up sedans. cruise
nightly on Stoney Island, honkmg their horns and blinking the1r
headlights for attention.
Radical racing bikes also have
their share of stunts, like wheelies down the middle of the
street. On the whole it's the
motorcycles that do most of the
racing. It is rare to see cars raeing at all, but when they do, itis
a sight to see.
Large, gas-guzzling cars gun
their engines and speed down
the strip in a grudge match. The
owners of the newer, sportier,
more expensive cars sit in the
parking lot and watch the commoners foolishly waste their
time. Corvette and Porsche
owners turn up their noses at
the prospect of racing a rusty
old Nova.
Rare restoration car-owners
act the same way. A jet black
1967 GTO driver cruises regularly down South Chicago,
showing respectforthevalueof
his car, while the careless owner
of a rare 1957 Ford Falcon cuts
in front of cars and runs red
lightsasifhiscarwasnotacollector's item.
Police regulations in Chicago
on the sport of cruising are not
as strict as they are in other cit-

ies. Occasionally, police open
fire hydrants to disperse the
crowds of onlookers. And if that
doesn 't work, they might issue a
"special attention call" to squad
cars in the area. This call notities police cars to pass through
the area and let their presence
be known.
However, in cities like Pleasant Hill, California, officials are
imposing a strict crackdown on
what they consider "criminal
trespassbymotorvehicle." California State Vehicle Code 21100
subsection Know defines cruising as, "the repetitve driving of
the motor vehicle past a traffic

Photo by Samuel Martin
control point in traffic which is
congested ... atter the vehicle
operator has been given an adequate written notice that further
driving past this control point
will be a violation ." In other
words, police can give tickets
for a person who is caught driving around a cruise spot too
many times.
In Houston, Texas, according
to the August isssue of Car
Craft magazine, the reckless
cruising has been reduced by
the East Texas Raceway. Cars
can drag race at East Texas
after the regular feature races.

But that type of amateur drag
racmg is possible 1n Texas because the racing strip 1s long
and flat. The Chicago-area raceways are oval and unsuited to
drag racmg An official at Raceway Park in Blue Island commented that they won't consider
opening the park to drag races
" because we have a circular
track. "
Chicagoans don't really have
to worry about having to go to
an actual drag strip to do the1r
racing, as long as they are willing to support such well know
cruising spots as 79th and
South Chicago, 79th and Kedzie (Bogan High) , 87th and
Scottsdalle/ Cicero,-all near a
White Castle. Other popular
sites are Sulton and Damen,
Elston and Clybourn and Killbourn and Ferdinand. Racers
say that as long as there are
cars on the road, there will be
cruising in the streets.

Photographers
Artists
Join the New Expression staff
and display your talent. Call
Marsh Jordan (663-0543) for information about joining.

Gym drops kept secret---------------------------------------------------------------------(ContinuedfromPage2.)

Gian Tran , a senior at Whitney Young, said she interviewed
her gym teacher about gym
class exemptions for her school
paper. She told New Expression
that the P.E chairperson, told
her that "gym teachers are not
losing any sleep over th1s new
pol1cy."
"Although students have the

right to try-and drop gym, some
requirement in the end will force
their request to be denied," the
gym teacher told her. In her survey of 75 Whitney Young students, she found that 4% had
requested an exemption and
had been denied, but she had
no way of checking with those
students because the survey

was anonymous.
Marion Winston , a senior at
Harlan, has been denied an exemption in her attempt to take
an accounting course in place
of her gym class. She said she
needs to take accounting in
order to be accepted as a Business Admin istration major at
Iowa State University. She sent

a letter to Iowa State requesting
a letter from the University advising her principal that she
needs the accounting class.
However, she has yet to hear
from Iowa State, and she has
been denied permission to drop
P.E.
"I sent my letter off last month,
and I'm stil l waiting," she said.
"I've talked with my counselor

already, and he said that he can
do nothing until I bring him a
verification note from Iowa
State. Presently I already have
eight classes, and the only way I
see I'll get that accounting class
is to have gym removed from
my schedule."
Wendell Hutson
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Byrd sees SUPR plan

Palestme amb a and Ch leand wo Amencan you hs 1111
be m Chtcago telhng ne r s or es of war and oppress1on as
part o 1 the 1986 Children of he
War Tour
The conferences Nhlch Will
offer the aud ence a chance o
d1scuss global pollc es w1th
teens of drverse cultures, w11l be
held at Rosary College m R1ver
Forest, Nov 17, Northwestern
Un1vers1ty Nov 18, Ch1cago
State Unrvers1ty Nov 19 The
adm1ss1on. due by Oct 31 1s $2
For general tnformat1on about
the Ch1cago Chrldren of the War
Tour or to get mvolved 1n the
plannmg contact Drew MacAllister at 663-9079 or Leslie Byster at 427-2533
Student grants to visit Japan
H1gh school students can apply for the Mazda Corporation's
1987 educational exchange program that enables seven students nat1on-w1de to l1ve and
study rn Japan th1s summer
Select1on will be based on
academic records, extracurncular actrv1tres volunteer/ work
experrence, a teacher recommendatron. a wrrtten essay and
the person's surtabrlrty for an
exchange expenence.
Applrcatrons can be obtained
by wntrng to Youth for Understandrng. Scholarshrp Admrnistratron, 3501 Newark Street
N W . Washrngton, 0 C 20016,
or by callrng toll-free (800) 4243691 ext 346
Applrcatrons are due by November 26

By Ellen Novar
Schools Compete to Stop Drunk
Driving
H1gh school student groups
can compete for the Reader's
Digest $500.000 ·Don t Dnve
and Onnk" college scholarships Students have from Jan
1 to Apnl 10. 1987 to establish
an ant1 dnnkmg-and-dnvmg
program 1n the1r schools.
Once the program IS completed, stude'l t groups must
send the Judgong comm1ttee a
report deta1lmg what they·ve accomplished Any program w111
be accepted as long as 11 addresses the problem of dnnkmg
and dnv1ng Entnes are due
Apnl10, 1987 For more information wnte Reader's Digest
Foundat1on, Pleasantville, N Y
10570

Co-ed varsity football
RENO, Nev (YNS)- Early th1s
month the Nevada Interscholastic Athletic Assocrat1on (N IAA )
reversed 1tself and w1ll now allow coed football m the state.
Reno H1gh School freshman
Jess1ca L everett c hallenged an
earlier NIA A dec1sion that ruled
she could pract rce but not play
in foo tball games
On Sept. 3, the NI AA met in
an emergency meeting to rule
on Leverett's challenge In a
unan1mous dec1s1on, the NIAA
Board decided m her favor
Leverett played for two years
m a youth football program and
~tarte d as nght guard for her
f~rst h1gh sc hool g am e o n Sept.
4 when her team w on 14-0.

Free pamphlet explains
adoption law
llltno1s has changed 1ts laws
on adopt1on, laws wh1ch affect
the mother who g1ves up the
child, the ch1ld's nght to know
h1s/her natural parent and the
nght o f the legal parent. A new
free brochure detailmg these
recen t changes m the Illinois
adopt1on law IS available by wntmg CatholiC Chant1es of Chicago, Public Relat1ons Department, 126 N Desplames Street,
Chicago, IL 60606, or call 2634298
Tutoring Options
The Board o f Educat ion 's
"Students Helpmg Students"
program rs lookmg for teens
who would like to become volunteer tutors for elemen tary
school students after school for
one or two afternoons a week
Interested students should call
the Board's Bureau of Volunteer
Programs at 890-8435
The September 1ssue of New
Expression reported that 143
students volunteered for the
program dunng the summer Accordmg to Yolanda Wallace from
the Bureau of Volunteer SerVIces, four add1t1onal students
volunteered for the program as
a result of seemg the New Expression announcement m September.
Volunteers serve from 2 45
p m untll4 p.m and from one to
four afternoons per week as
determmed by the local elementary school All students
must have a 2 5 or above grade
pomt average and approval from
a h1gh school teacher or counselor to be in the program
War Tour Teens
In celebration of the U N International Year of Peace from
Nov 1- to 19 four teenagers
from war-torn countnes- srae
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Free
Pregnancy
Testing
•
•
•
•

Test results while you wait
All services confidential
Convenient appointments
24 hour hotline

Convenient
Locations
Crisis Pregnancy Center
LOOP
263-1576
185 N. Wabash
(Lake &Wabash)

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. Cicero Ave.
(Scottsdale Shopping Center)

T e 'IAAsar~ume tprorto
ns revrsed ru hng Nas that Leverett could be eas1ly nur Reno
too ball coac J1 Valine a•d
that Le ere I fully understood
the potential tor InJury and could
be compet1t1ve
The ong1nal Nevada law
stated that g~rls could no parrcrpate m boys sports unless
no parallel sport had been organrzed for g1rls
Cola with a Jolt
The newest soft dnnk that IS
berng test-marketed m IllinOIS,
called "Jolt " has twrce the catfeme and all the sugar of the
regular colas
Jot IS sellrng very well , and
about 90 percent of the people
buyrng rt are teenagers. sard
George Lrtman a local dlstnbutor L1tman has tned 1! h1mself
and thmks 1t's d1sgustmg He
descrrbes Jolt as extremly
trendy much llkeCanfreld's 01et
Chocolate Fudge Cola
Accordmg to Dr Sharon L•eteau a psych1atnst at Loyola
Un1vers1ty Med1cal Center. catIlene IS a st1mulant that effects
the heart. resp1rat10n and the
bram It causes mcreased heart
rate and blood pressure It
makes people more wide awake
so that they can concentrate
better Or L1eteau warns that if
consumed m large amounts.
caff1ene can cause anx1ety attacks and ~rregular heartbeat

S ude
Qo Pu bc H g Schoo s
o proposed
SUM-5 ud n sUn ed or Pare pat on and Represen a onpresented
r proposed Cons I!Ut1on to members of he
Board of Education on Sept 22
upon the reques o Board Pre tden George unoz
They d1d a good JOb sa1d
Patnc1a 0 Hern chairperson of
the Boards Leg slatlve Ccmmlttee O'Hern and Mat re Hop ms
were the Board members who
met w1th the SUPR reps
O'Hern says that the proposed
SUPR organrzatron tor Clty-wrde
student representation rs comp lrcated Her concern Ires w1th
the number of students that
would be mvolved should the
Board of Education w1sh to endorse SUPR " I th1nk 1t's an
unreallst c number The more
students mvolved. the longer 11
takes to make deCISIOns We
have to be sure about what we
dec1de on · she sa1d
The next step for th1s student
organ1zat1on IS to meet w1th the
General Supenntendent of
Schools. Manford Byrd, she
sa1d
"Irs up to the general superIntendent to dec1de where we
should go with (SUPR)." O'Hern
sa1d
Rod Wimberly, a sen1or at
Kenwood and one of the students who presented the proposal to the Board, says he has
wntten and mailed a letter to Dr
Byrd and IS wa1tmg for a response 'Tm impat1ent I want to
see 1mmed1ate results," he sa1d
"(Bu t) the fact that the Legis-

o

•r
up t

ma es me th n

do1 g
II or
s ud nt-run org mo:aton Rod a1d
Schools ar
lso
co mg
faml11 r...,, SUPR K h Johnson ac; n1oratDunbar hascollected 35 re pon e forms !ron
h1s schoolt at upport SUPR
On Oct 2 Nor Orstnct Super ntendent Norm n Stlber nd
hiS assistant organ zed the fn t
meet1ng w1th s udent repr en·
tatrves from the North 01strtct at
Lane Nearl half of the students who attended that m tmg had partrc1pated m thecr alton of the SUPR Const1tuton
over the summer
Alex R1vera a semor at Clemente, sard that Silber plans to
establish "about ten committees" to deal w1th school problems such as gangs and the
dropout rate Another meetmg
1s scheduled for Oct 30
Central D1stnct Supcnntendent Grady Jordan sa1d he had
scheduled a meetmg w1th representatives from each Central
01stnct H1gh School for Oct 21,
but now he plans to reschedule
11 due to other bus mess on that
day 'Hopefully, we can st1ll meet
on the week of the twenty-flfst,
1f I can fmd the t1me ' he sa1d
New Expression was unable
to reach South 01stnct Supt.
Regmald Brown The South DIS·
tnct 1s the only d1stnct that has
not made any move toward student representation
Adolfo Mendez

DO YOUR BEST
OVERCOMING SEX BIAS IN CLASS
WHAT CAN YOU [)()?
Fust observe your teachers and
classes to see d you can uncover the kinds
of b1as descnbed above Also, eltanune
your own expenences and those of your
fnends Do you get all the
encouragement you need- espec1ally m
"nontradtllonal" courses? Or do you get
the message that maybe you should be
someplace else?
· 11 you lmd yourselitn a class wtth
problems. don't despau There are
several tb.tngs you can do to try to correct
the Slluallon
• For a lew days, keep track of the
number of limes female students are
mterrupted versus the number of tunes
males are mterrupted 11 the number of
women 1s much lugher, pnvately bnng 11
to the attention of the teacher
• Mom tor how many tunes women and
men are called on to seed there LS a b1g
dtfference
• 11 the teacher makes an effort lobe
faa - frequently usmg "she" mstead of
" he" when malung a general reference,
for eltample- let the teacher know you
apprec1ate 11 by nocldtng or mentlomng tl
after class
• Talk wtth other students Have they
also noltced dtfferent attitudes toward
men and women 10 the classroom?
• II you are asked to wnte a course
evalualton. use thts opporturuty to
comment pos1Ltvely or negallvely on the
way women are treated tn the class
• 11 a counselor or teacher recommends
that you talce (or not talce) a particular
class because of your selt. brrng 1t up wtth
your parents or a sympathebc teacher
and dec1de the bes t way to complam and
get what you want
Keep m m.md two thtngs 1) Teachers
appreciate feedbaci< o n theu work; but
21 They are also very senSibve to
cnllclSm from a student 11 you have a
cnllCISm . try to make 1t constructtve. by
suggesb.ng a solutio n Once teachers are
aware they are lreanng men and women
students dtfferently, they are more Wtely
to change
More women are attendtng college
than ever before But they still face many
bnds of dtSCTUrunatlon Guts tn !ugh
school classes are also often subjected to
subtle pressures wluch may be harmful to
theu c.ueer opporturuttes
Acoordutg to Dr Berruce Sandler, an
erpen on women and educaoon college

teachers often treat women and men
d.tilerently As a result, many women
college student.s conllnue to shy away
from helds (hke SCience) that are
tradtttonally conSidered "mascuhne "
Many women also lower theu acadeouc
and career goals wlule 1n college
The attitudes and behavtor that harm
female students are often hard to spot ,
but they are still very senous A 1982
report LSSued by the ProJect on the Status
and Educabon of Women btled •"The
Cassroom Ctunate A Clully One for
Women.'' brought together the results of
several studtes to show that teacher
behavtor can have a debrute effect on
students
Teacher actlona that seem to have a
negabve effect on young women 1nclude
• CA.lh.ng on the men m the class more
often than the women
• Addressmg the entlre class a.s d rt
tncluded only men , by saymg thtngs Wee,
What d your wde
" or· ' When you
were a boy
';
• G.tvtng men more tune than women to
answer quesbo ns before g otng to another
student
• lnterrupb.ng women students more
often or alloWltlg them to be mterrupted
by other students
• Aslo.ng men more challenqmg
t.lunhng '' lo.nds of quesb.ons.
• G.tVtng credtt to men for theu
comments ( 'As Jose Just saJd
" )and
not cfoutq the same for women.
• Not talang women' scareer
a.spuattons senously, behevmq they'll
only get mamed anyway,
• Refernng to doctors, SCtenbstll, and

supervtSOrs as '• he' ' and secretanes,
pabent.s, and llSSISiants as "she" when
g!Vmg examples,
• Ma.lung "helpful" comments lrke, ' I
know you guts have trouble wtth ftgure.~
I'd be glad to help after class "
These lunds of acttona are found tn
!ugh schools as weU a.s rn coUeges And
chances are teachers who do any or all of
them are not even aware a£ 1!
" Most faculty want to treat alletudent.s
lairI y and a.s mdt vtd ual.s With parhcular
talents and abil.t!tes," says Roberta M
Hall, author of the report But, abe add.,
many teachers - men and women may
unconsc1ously treat male and female
student.s dtfferently 10 the classroom
Tiu.s uruntenbonal behaYJor can do much
harm and 11 LS unWtely to be corrected
lllllCe the teacher Ill unaware of rt
W1th httle encouragement &om
teachers (or even subtle dlscauragement)
some women students may stop
parttcl pa bnq tn class cUscuas:tons, feel
reluctant to seek extra help when they
need 1t or even drop a cia. or lJW1tch
majors altogether When women are not
encouraged to develop good. rapport With
adV'..sers and teachers. they alao loee
possilile mentors
All of tht.s can result m £eellnqa of
belpiHSnese, anger, fruauabon, and
~~ell-doubt 11 women loee confldeoce rn
theu abil.tues, th!J')' may lower theu
career goals and cloee o£1 future opbona

'Tlus e:rcerpt &om It '• Your Future
Catalyst 's Cu-r Gwc:k far HJqh School
Guls wa.s made po8Slble by a grant f:rom
The Shell Comparues F ound.lnon, Inc J
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Congress requires
'C' average
for future
college aid

3

By Tanya Bonner and Lorna Bates
The good news for next year's college
freshmen is that the Pell Grants will
increase from a maximum of $2,100 per
student to a maximum of $2 ,300. The
bad news for some college studentspresent and future-is a new academic
eligibility requirement for Pell. Beginning in 1987, students must maintain a
"C" average in the1r college courses by
the end of sophomore year in order to
apply for future aid from the federal
government.
"This was a compromise by the members of Congress," explained Mary
Brandon, an administrative aide of Senator Paul Simon. " Many congressmen
wanted to cut the money for college students because it wasn 't efficient." Concern has been growing in Congress that
federal funds are being used for students to party around on campus and
eventually drop out.
"The purpose of this new provision (to
demand a 2.0 GPA at the end of sophomore year) is to make students understand that they will have to work hard to
receive federal support. The government
is going to demand higher standards,"
Brandon said.
·
Students at very competitive colleges
are normally expelled or placed on probation for dropping below a 2.0, according to Sean Hawk, a financial aid adm ini strator at Northwestern University. But
these students who are expelled from
the elite schools will now make themselves ineligible for federal aid at a
transfer school because of their grade
point average.
The new eligibility rule will affect about
30 percent of the students on Pel! Grants
at Roosevelt University according to
Taylor Thomas, a financial aid counselor
at Roosevelt. Right now 65 percent of
Roosevelt's student body is eligible for
the Pell Grant. Of that number, 30 percent are carrying a GPA below 2.0, T homas said.
Chicago high school students interviewed by New Expression seem to approve of this new "get tough'' policy by
Congress. "Although I don't think the
legislation w1ll bother me, 11 will make all

students see that they have to work
harder in college," says Larry Frank, a
senior at Von Steuben.
Julie Flanagan, a senior at Lincoln
Park, agrees that th is legislation is fair.
"If a student doesn't have a " C" average
by the end of his or her sophomore year,
then that student shouldn't be in college," she said.
Shana Porter, a senior at Whitney
Young , disagrees. " If these same colleges, that accepted these students because they believed they could make it
at their particular college, had been
allowing them to stay before, then I th1nk
the government should support them as
well," she says.
Besides raising Pell amounts, Congress is also increasing the borrowing
limits for students on federal loan plans
to $17,250, which means that students
can borrow $5,000 more under the new
law in order to complete their undergraduate degrees. Any student can apply for a loan, but all families must now
submit to a means test to prove that their
in come is what they say it is on the FAF
form . Previously, only families with inco mes over $30,000 had to submit to this
means test.
Students who try to file as "independents" without any family finan cial support will find it harder to prove that they
are truly independent under the new law.
But stud ents who want to attend co llege less than half time will finally be
able to request federal funds to he! p pay
for their education. Part- time students
will now be eligible for Work-Study
Grants, for guaranteed loans and for
Supplemental Educationa l Opportunity
Grants.
As a final comprom1se. Congress inserted a provision on drug prevention.
Each college accepting students with
federal grants, whi ch is virtually every
college 1n the country, must prove to the
Dept. of Education that the college sponsors a program on campus to di scourage drug use. None of th e colleges in the
Chicago-area contacted by New ExpressJon has had time to consider how they
will handle lh1s new drug prevention
demand
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YOUR LIFE
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Getting the education you need for a brighter future is a lot easier
than you think, if you come to National College of Education.
Because at NCE, we give our students more than an education. We
give them the practical, marketable professional training they need
to enjoy a better career.
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Business Administration
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College 'clinics' offer student aid
by Ron Smith

Glossary of
Financial Aid Terms

When Bernard Clay was a JUnior m
college he realized that some of h1s
younger friends needed help in understanding the college admissions process, so Clay formed an informal counseling service while he was still a student
himself.
Today Clay is a " college crusader"
who gives his advice to over 1500 teens
yearly as the founder and executive
director of the lntrospec Youth Agency
at 4 N. Cicero.
The Youth agency helps place teens
into colleges around the country, but
" lntrospec also helps teens find fin ancia I aid for college and jobs to help them
pay for their education."
Clay said most of the students who
enter the agency are students "who have
had three years of poor academic performances in high school and are not
prepared for college."
Any teen who has questions about the
college admission process can consult
the center for advice and help, although
the center caters mainly to students on
the West Side. Once students get into
college, they can still receive help from
lntrospec if they need it.
"Anytime the kids have trouble, all
they have to do is call us," says Clay. The

FAF lFinancial Aid

Form):thistypeofformisusedbycollegestodetermineastudent'seligibilityfor
financial aiJ. You can get a form from your college counselor after January 11 , 1987. Cost is $7.50 for a report to one college plus an
added $5.50 for each additional co llege. Check to see whether the col lege of your choice requests FAF information as part of the
college's financial aid decisions. If you have more questions about the form itself, call (800)772-3537.

FFS (Family Financial Statement):

this form is very similar to FAF. Some colleges request FFS
and some request FAF, so you may have to complete both forms and pay for both forms if you are applying to more than one school.
The colleges use the FAF or FFS along with information about grants you have received to suggest a financial aid package. That
package will probably include the college's offer for work/ study income, possibly scholarship help from the college, a suggested
amount in a government loan and a suggested amount for the family and student to supply.

Pel I Grant:

a federal grant program which provides money to students based on financial need. As tuitions go up, the
Pell grant goes up. Congress has raised the maximum award in 1987 to $2,300. Each applicant must apply directly to the federal
government on forms that are available from the high school counselors. The student must re-apply each year he /she is in college.
Call the Department of Education at (301 )984-4070.

ISSC (Illinois State Scholarship Commission):

astatefundinggroupwhichgrants
scholarships to Illinois residents on the basis of need. (This year Illinois will also award $500 tuition grants to Illinois State Scholars
based on achievement rather than on financial need. All students who are in the top ten percent of their graduating classes are
eligible to recieve a Scholar's Grant.)
Applicants must plan to attend an Illinois college or trade school to be eligible for an ISSC or a State Scholars grant. ISSC grants
now go as high as $3100 for tuition costs only. Forms are available in the high school counselor's office. Call948-8550. Deadlines
for applications is June 1. Applications should be available January 1, 1987.

Colleae Work/Study a rant: a federally-sponsored program which gives a student up to 15 hours of

work per wee-r' to help finance college costs~he government pays 80 percent and the college pays 20 percent of the salary.

. ND~L (National Direct Student Loan): financial assistance given by colleges as part of a

fmanc1al a1d package after all forms are complete. The government picks up the interest on the loan until the student finishes
school, then the graduate must pay back the interest and gradually pay back the entire loan.

I G L (Illinois Guaranteed Loan): this type of loan can only be secured from a bank, usually one

center also offers students a peer counselmg service, one m wh1ch high ~chool
students are paired w1th someone who IS
presently m college. "The purpose of
this program is for students to learn from
the experiences of teens who are already
m college, " Clay added.
For students who are starting the college admiss1on process, Clay advises
that they check out each college's financ1al aid record m the1r search for a good
school. "There is no pomt m picking a
college if the school does not have the
financ1al resources to keep you there,"
he says.
Clay stresses that "teens should make
sure that they apply early for college and
then be prepared to follow up." He adds,
"If it is not in writing , don 't take it for
granted.
"Students don't realize that the college admissions process takes at least
18 months, beginning in the junior year
of high school when students should be
taking their f1rst entrance exams."
Clay sees his role at lntrospec as a
resource , but not as a " high schoo l
counselor. All many of them do is keep
track of a students' records; we offer
guidance," he said.
What will the future hold for Intraspec ?
Clay says lntrospec w1ll soon become
automated. "We're preparing to offer
ACT and SAT preparation classes on
computer," he explained. And with rising
college tuition costs, the future for Intraspec is bound to mean more requests for
financial aid counseling .

Get your A.CI.
togeth~r.
Before the A.C.T, get ready
with the best-Stanley H.
Kaplan . We teach test-taking
techniques, review subjed
material, inspire confidence. So
do what smart test-takers do.
Think Kaplan before you A.CI
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Profiles in disappointment:
How 4 students lost funds
By VIda Cross

Angela
In freshman year Angela received
$4,000 in financial aid to defray the
$8,500 in room, board, tuition and expenses at Spelman College in Atlanta.
As a sophomore she lost all of that aid.
"I guess the fact that I didn't receive
any financial aid was my fault, but I
didn't know about the April 1 deadline
for FAF. In high schoo l, when I was making out all of my applications, the people
at Spelman sent me the papers with the
deadline date on them . But once you are
an undergraduate student, the college
expects you to find out about deadlines
and complete financial aid forms on
your own.
"One day I went into the financial aid
office because I wanted to know how my
situation looked for sophomore year.
That's when someone asked me if I had
sent in my FAF form by April 1. By this
time I was already a month late, but I
sent it in anyway."
Without FAF information the college
could not consider her financial aid
request, and she and her mother were
faced with an $8,000 expense for sophomore year.
Angela said that she was aware that
incoming freshmen received greater
consideration for financial aid from the
college than older students do. She

........

knows now that she needs to be more
competitive as a college student than as
a high school senior in planning for her
financial aid.

Sally
Sally liked Purdue the minute she saw
it. Her only college application was to
Purdue, and Purdue accepted her in
April. She was living a dream come true
until mid-July when she received her
financial aid package.
According to the aid plan, Sally was
expected to contribute $700 by working ,
but this was mid-summer and she had
no job. Although her aid package from
Purdue offered $4,600 in grants and
loans, the package lett an " unmet need"
of $2 ,906. Of that amount, Purdue expected her to pay $1 ,500 by Aug. 20 in
order for her to begin school on time.
Her dreams were falling apart. Her parents had no way to meet the payment.
Then , two days later, she was referred
to lntrospec Youth Services. (See the
story on pageS.)
lntrospec's director,
Bernard Clay, helped Sally secure a tuition deferment from Purdue so that the
$1,500 could be paid off later in the year.
Clay offered to handle her financial aid
package for the next three years and she
accepted with a sigh of relief.
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Cassie
Cassie discovered that some college
programs can cost much more than the
estimated costs for the average freshman. Cassie auditioned for the drama
school at DePaul University, but she
didn't know until after she paid her audition fees that drama students at DePaul
are charged $15,000 to $20,000 per year
compared to the $8,500 for other undergraduates
" I was shocked when I finally took a
good look at their catalog and saw that
price. The little $2,000 Pell Grant I was
given wouldn't make a dent in my drama
expenses, and the drama school can't
give me any more financial aid.
" I real ized awfully late that I couldn't
afford to attend DePaul after passing the
auditions. I had to look for another alternative, but, at least, I've learned how to
read college catalogs carefully."

Tina

Photos by Joseph VIdal

" My problems with financial aid were
my own fault, " Tina adm itted. " I didn't
know how to fill out my own financial aid
papers. I would let my father do it, but he
didn't know about the deadlines. He
assumed that I would take the papers to
school when I needed to, but I didn't
know that he expected me to do that.
"And when everyth ing went wrong, I
was the one who had to leave college
last year. I was able to return th1s fall to
the University of Illinois, and I've taken
on the responsibilities of applymg for
fmancial aid myself."
T ina missed the March 17 deadline for
financial aid at the U. of I. when she was
a freshman . She had filed for FAF-Pell,

for her guaranteed loa n and for workstudy, wh ich, together, wou ld have provided her with $5 ,000 towards her expenses. But she had neglected to meet
the deadline for the U mversity's direct
aid , which needed to be flied w ith the
financ1al aid off1ce in Urbana.
Although she returned to Urbana for
her sophomore year, she ran out of
money before t he end of the f irst semester. She retu rned home knowing that she
owed $2,000 for her fall term and would
fall another $2,000 short for her spring
term . Her parents cou ldn't make up the
$4,000 difference. And Tina learned a
lesson in organization the hard way.

Don't believe a
thing you hear
about Rosary.

STUDY IN DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
Some colleges say they prepare you for the real
world. At Roosevelt University, you're in it.
Roosevelt is located in downtown Chicago, near
the Art Institute, Board of Trade, Chicago
Symphony, and world-renowned retail stores.
A private, non-sectarian university, Roosevelt
offers serious students the advantages they need to
succeed: small classes, personal attention, rich
academic programs and an outstanding faculty.
We offer 75 majors and preprofessional programs leading to a bachelor's degree with exceptional programs in liberal arts, business, music and
education. Call 341-2000 and ask for a free class
schedule, or visit us at

•-~

Roosevelt University
430 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605

See for yourself
On Nov. 2 at our
Open House.
Nov. 2, 1:30 PM - 3:30 PM
For more information, please call
the Admissions Office at
366-2490, extension 462.
7900 Wc~l 01 vi'>ion S1 rcc1
R1 vc r Forcs1• lllinoi" 60105
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Black colleges, women's colleges offer unique advantages -

Women find supportive climate
By Paula and Leslie Eubanks
Photos by Alexander Chaparro

Why would girls who mtght
have spent four years in high
school jockeying to sit next to
the cutest boy in class want to
enroll m an all-women 's college? The obvious reason,
though not the only one mentioned by the college women
we interviewed, is the chance to
study with other women and to
be taught in a school that focuses on women's interests.
Heidi Zawelevsky, 23, satd she
felt different in an all-women
class than m a co-ed classroom.
"I was met with more respect
than susptcton for voicing myself, particularly as a woman ,"
she said.
" My experience for two years
at a co-ed school, at Reed. was
extremely competitive. At Mills
wtth women- at least in the
English Department where I
spent most of my time-students and teachers were simply
more cooperative," Zawelevsky
said. " Because we are all women, a level of common experience exists and thrives, someth ing I hadn't expected, and
something I hadn't experienced
before.
" M i lis took the sting out of my
education. I stopped feeling like
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . a refugee, unvoiced, defensive
and burned-out. I think a women's college generally can build
a trust and confidence in your
own abilities, " Zawelevsky said.
" It should do this."
" It's a nice thing because you
don 't get those loud male voices
coming through the doors. I
used to live in a co-ed dorm,
and it was definitely louder
there," said Heather Katz, 22,
also a graduate of Mills.
Tracey Brown, 24, liked the
fact that she could wake up at
6:58, grab some coffee and get
to a 7 o'clock class when she
attended a women's college.
"Women who don't confront a
co-ed classroom are not as preoccupied with the way they look
as those who do," she said.
"That doesn 't mean most students at women's colleges aren't
interested in men. My social life
STEP 1
was fme at the end of my time at
Mills, but at the beginning I had
Begm at your local community college
to go out and work for it, actively
by obtaining an associate's degree .
look for it," Brown said.

Governors State University

Many women's colleges in the
United States are small, with
fewer than 2,000 students. But
small doesn 't always mean isolated. Histoncally, women's colleges are often located near
male campuses, and today most
of these schools share classrooms, libraries, sports fields
and social events.
Spelman College, an allblack, all-female college in Atlanta, is a member of the Atlanta
University Center. The member
schools share buildings andresources by linking each school's
small community into a larger
circle. Spelman also offers exchange programs to its students, enabling them to spend a
semester at other women's colleges across the country.
St. Mary's College, Notre
Dame, Indiana also shares with
nearby Notre Dame University.
The two schools are run by
Roman Catholic religious orders and have merged their drama
and religion departments.
A common engineering op-

"Because we are all women, a level
of common experience exists and
thrives, something I hadn't expected.
It took the sting out of my education."
tion at women's schools is three
years study at the women's college and two years at a traditionally male school for a BS
degree in engineering. It's called
a 3-2 program, and it prepares
women to enter engineering
fields that were once closed to
them .
Most American women's colleges were founded in the 19th
and early 20th century w ith programs such as foreign languages, social work, teaching,
nursing, dance and fine arts,
literature, religion and the "soft"
sciences as their foundation .
Today, women 's schools have
broadened these foundations in
the arts and humanities to the
new feminist career orientations. Pre-Law, Business Administration, Computer Science,
Pre-Med and Pre- Architecture
are now available in most women's colleges-from Smith and

STEP 2
Come to Governors State University
to complete your bachelor's degree.

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
OFFERED .ME EXCELLENCE
PLUS FINANCIAL AID

Governors State Is the only upper division Uunlor, senior and
master levels) university In northern Illinois, founded to serve
persons with the equivalent of two or more years of college
credit
Degree programs are offered In the Arts and Sciences,
Busmess and Public Admini stration, the Health Sciences
and Professions, Education and Psychology.

I didn't think I could afford a private college , but I
took a c hance and filled out the Financial Aid
Form. I did get the help that made my education
affordab le. More than 85% of SXC students get
aid through scholarships, grants, loans and work
study. You may be eligible, too.
Bob Fied ler

Easily accessible from the Loop or Kankakee .. from the In·
dtana border or Joliet and western suburbs ... and beyond.

An Affirmative Action University

For information, visit or write 3700 W. 103rd St.,
Chicago, IL 60655, or

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS DEPT. 2S

CALL(312) 779-3300,ext.220

Governors State University
University Park IL 60466-3190,
Telephone (312) 534-5000, Ext. 2518
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Fall Open House - Sunday, Nov. 9, 1·4 p.m.
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Wellesley on the East Coast to
Mills on the West Coast.
Mundelein College, the only
women's college m Chicago,
now offers such career-onented
maJors as fashton merchandising, telecommunications management, food service management and intenor architectural
design in addition to the preprofessional degree programs.
Sue Curry, a 1983 Mundelein
graduate m interior architectural design, found the encouragement of her women teachers
to be an important advantage in
her pursuit of a male-dominated
career. Curry works at Watson
and Boaler, Inc., the oldest destgn firm in Chicago, where she
tnterned as a student.
"My design teachers were profess tonal women who had experience in the field," Curry recalls. "They were role models
and encouraged me to enter a
field where nine out of ten of the
top residential designers are
male. I want to be m that top
ten ."

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE rn

Most women 's schools offer
specialized programs that review the condition and history
of women in America, programs
that might not get top-billing at
a co-ed college. "The whole
focus at Mundelein is on women
and how to be independent,"
according to Zabrina Decker, a
senior Spanish major. "There's
a great sense of community
among women students."
But it wasn 't because it was a
women's college that Heather
Katz chose Mills. " I chose Mills
because of its reputation as a
center for new music. I didn't
even know it was a women 's college untill applied." Katz, a violinist, graduated from Mills College last May.
" I missed the exposure to men
and their ideas, but I can't picture myself having gone anywhere else," Katz said.
" I liked the idea that it was
different," Brown said. " Not
everybody chooses a women's
college. I think that fact stands ,
out in people's minds."

Honor teen volunteers
Any young person under 21
who has performed 80 hours of
voluntary community service
from Sept., 1986 thru Aug ., 1987
and whose work has been verif ied by a service supervisor is
eligible to apply for the Sheriff's
Youth Service Medal of Honor.
Applications for this program
can be obtained from the Cook
County Sheriff's Youth Services
Department, 1401 S Maybrook
Dr, Maywood, IL 60153. The
phone number for tnformatton
is 865-2900.
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Blacks find roots, role models
By Charles Smoot
Why would a student who has
struggled to intergrate himself
in an inter-racial high school,
choose to attend a college that
takes pride in attracting a totally
black student body? Charles
Jackson, a graduate of Whitney
Young , who chose all-black, allmale Morehouse College in Atlanta, says that he wanted to
learn more about being a black
man.
"I had to weigh the conse-quences and decide. Did I want
a 'white man 's' education or a
'black man 's' education? I felt
that I didn't know enough about
the blac.k culture and too much
about the white culture, so
Morehouse came out to be the
best choice for me."
James Dodson, a 1979 graduate of Mendel, also had to
weigh the consequences of
choosing a black college over a
predom inantly white college
since he wanted to be a journalist, and the best known colleges
of journalism are all predominantly white.
Dodson attended the University of Iowa School of Journalism for two years before taking
a year off and then transferring
t() Howard University for the

cessfully, but I may have felt
unsure of my role as a black
reporter. On the other hand, if I
had spent four years at Howard,
I may have doubted my ability
to compete with other journalists in the job market. "
"As a resu It of my transfer and
experience at the two schools, I
feel I have had the best of both
worlds."
About 40 percent of the blacks
who graduate from college,
graduate from black colleges as
Dodson did.
There are approximately 105
historically black colleges in the
country, mostly operated as private colleges, although there
are 35 state-supported schools
that were chartered to be black
colleges. Most are located in
the south, the result of pioneer
efforts by blacks immediatelty
after the Civil War to make college education avail ible for
those who had been denied education as slaves.
Despite the fact that 40 percent of those who graduate with
a bache lor's degree graduate
from a black college, fewer than
17 percent of the nation's black
college students actually attend
one of these 105 historically

About 40°/o of the blacks who graduate from college graduate from black
colleges.
last two years of college. In his
case, a rape story that appeared
in the U. of Iowa's newspaper
became a turning point for his
whole college career.
The story was about a black
woman who had been raped by
a black football player. Both of
their names were printed in the
university newspaper, and the
black student body at Iowa became outraged at this incident.
After failing to get the University's Board of Regent to alter the
newspaper's policy on s'uch matters, black student journalists at
Iowa revived their chapter of
the National Association of
Black Journalists, and out of
this organization came the publication of Pamoja, a black magazine which Dodson edited.
Dodson found himself faced
with a student body who could
not understand why the university needed a blac k publication.
The confrontation with the
Daily Iowan helped set new
goals for Dodson. " I became
interested in the back press.
But like most undergraduate
schools of journal~m in this
country, the U of Iowa didn't
offer a course on the black
press."
Later that year he attended
the annual communi cations
conference for minoriti es at
Howard, and the discuss ions
there among minority student
journalists convinced him that
he needed a better understanding of black social content. " I
needed the dis cuss ions, the
contacts, the role models that
the communications conference
offered, but I needed them more
than three days a year," he said.
So he transferred to Howard
and changed his major to history.
" If I had stayed at Iowa, I
probably would have been competent enough to accomplish
my work on a newspaper sue-

black colleges. This fact supports the claim of black college
adminstrators that black colleges are more successful in
preventing drop-outs than pre-dominatly white colleges.
"The black student is welcome here," says Howard University Admissions Dean William Sherrill . " There IS no
problem of racism, and he is
emotionally supported by the
faculty and student body. There
are things that happen (at a
predominately white college)
that would not happen at a black
college, things that make black
stu dents feel as if they're not
welcome."
Sh erri ll also insists that there
is a network at black colleges
among the black students, the
type of network that do esn't
exist among whites or blacks at
a predominantly white school.
"There's also more leadership
opportunity for blac ks at a black
college. That ex posure is helpful in getting the students to
believe in themselves as black
persons and eventually make
the students try harder to
achieve," Sherrill said.
John Evans, a 1963 graduate
of Morehou se, remembers the
effect that hi s teac hers and
classmates had on him. " I was
at Morehouse when Dr. (Benjamin) Mays was president and
men like (former Geo rgia state
congressman) Julian Bond were
attending. We knew that we had
a purpose in being there. That
was at the beg ining of the Civil
Rights movement, and the importance of being a black man
was so relevant then that we all
just banded together and did
our best to try to change the
world ."
"Julian and others like Maynard Jackson did just that. But
the bottom line of it is that the
(Morehouse) 'Mystique' never
leaves you . It beco mes part of

your personality," Evans said.
But the small enrollment at
Morehouse and other black colleges that allows for this mystique also limits their resources,
such as their libraries. "There-sources at a black college aren 't
as great as the one at the white
institutions, but the students
make do with what they have,"
said Dr. George Sm ith, Executive Director of the Management
Planning Institute. " In most
cases, some of the students may
not have been exposed to extensive resources so they really
don't realize what they are missing."
Most of the black college students interviewed by New Expression complained of a lack
of organization by the adminstrations at the black colleges.
Jackson, who left Morehouse
after his first year, said that
although he thought the school
was excellent culturally and socially, he did not agree with the
way the adminstration interacted with the students.
"The major thing that I didn't
like was the fact that the adminstrative offices were only available to students four hours out
of every day, and the administrators such as the Dean, the
registrars, and the counselors
had two-hour lunches. The lines
to see financial aid counselors
and the registrars were unreal.
You literally had lines all the
way down the hall and some-times, depending on the time of
the semester, you had lines going all the way out of the building."
Dean Sherrill denies that adminstrative weaknesses are any
worse at black colleges than at
their white counterparts. "At a
Georgetown or a similar school,
a student may have to wait as
long as three days to register
for class, but if it takes a student
at a black school more that 15
minutes then we have a problem," he said.
Whatever the impatience of
black students over the inefficency of school offices, all of

those we interviewed admired
the black role models and the
presence of black history in their
courses.
As a part of his study of the
black press at Howard, James
Dodson was able to meet John
H. Murphy Ill , publisher of one
of America's oldest black newspapers. As a result of joining the
Asa T. Spalding Insurance Society at Howard, a group that
works to further the careers of
blacks in the insurance industry, Roger Bradley now works
for Golden State Mutual.
Bradley was able to study
"Black Diaspora," an extensive,
full year course on black history
from 634 B.C. His friends at
Jackson State are able to
choose "The Black Female and
the Family" and "Race and Ethnic Relations." For them , the
'sign ificant other' reason for

choosing a college is the fact
that it is a Black College.
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ENROLL NOW
Cosmetology at
Truman College
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Financial aid
Child care
Low tuition
Placement after licensure by the state
Free Parking
Private tutoring
Student activities (swimming, tennis, nautilus,
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Learn up-to-date techniques in Hair, Nail, and
Skin care.
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'Say no' to wimpy war on drugs
Nancy Reagan , on her national
tour agai nst drugs, schedules a
stop at M illard Fillmore Higt:t
School. Student leaders at the
sc hool are very excited about it. A
great many preparati o ns have been
made.
On the day that she arrives, red ,
white, and blue bunting hangs
from every corner of the building.
An immense, impressive floral
arrangement, designed by an
advanced art class, says, "Welcome
to Fillmore High, Nancy."
Hand-picked honors students,
who were required to attend extensive etiquette lessons, were chosen
to meet her. When she finally
arrives, she tells a cheering, flagwaving crowd, " If anybody offers
you drugs, JUST SAY NO!"
After all the pomp and ceremony
are over, everybody returns to their
routines. John Doe, who feels very
bored w ith life, con tinues h is "who
cares" way of life by smoking marijuana beh ind the sc hoo l loading
dock. Jane Roe, who didn't feel like
she co uld deal with life's pressures,
w ent o n sno rting cocai ne. And a
shoc k ing 61 percenl of high sch ool
seniors continue to use d rugs.
Acco rdin g to recent polls, voters
feel that drugs are the bi ggest
problem in high schools. American
pol iticians, in th e heat of t h e electio n year, fi nd th at drug prevent ion
m akes a wonderful cam paign
issue. Po liticians wel come the
N ancy Reagan " ju st say n o " so lutio n, and are approving bill io ns o f
dollars for anti-drug p rog ram s.
But drug use among teens is a
complex p ro blem t h at w ill n ot be
solved by t he same old si m p listic,
whimpy preaching and scare tac-

·

t1cs that haven't worked in the past.
Using teachers who normally teach
soccer or frog- dissecting will not
change much .
These P.E. teac hers and biology
teachers have not normally counselled students about drugs. The
current faculties of our schoo ls
were not hired to fight the drug
epidemic. The problem must be
tackled by qualified, experienced
drug counselors who are paid to
come into the schools.
·
These counselors, as confirmed
by our phone calls to drug education centers, are available for regular teaching in the schools. They
could teach a five-week course
during gym c lasses. If one counselor, travelling around to different
schools throughout the y ear, could
reach 900 students, about 140 of
these special teachers wo uld be
needed to reach every high schoo l
student in Chi cago, publi c and
private.
~
The cost for these 140 teachers
would be approx imately 3.3 m illio n
dollars, less than one percent o f
the fed er al money approved by
Co ngress to fight drugs.
Now t hat th e p ro b lem is receiving some m uch-need ed attenti o n,
let's p ut some reality behind th e
solution so that it m ight w ork for
once·. M aki ng safe s peeches t hat
sound g ood on television is not
l ik ely to c hange teens' intelligence
about drugs and it cert ainly w ill
h ave litt le affect on t he att itu des o f
t hose wh o are already using drugs.
Let's not d o t o d rug ed ucat ion
wh at's been done t o sex educat ion.
L et's be fact ual and direct wit h
qualified teachers and enou gh time
to cover t he subject.

t\

HEY M"-N. YOU T\-\\NK SHE CAN 4\VE US
T~E REST OF TI-\E DAY ~FF!"

Letters
Getting the Drugs Out of the System
Thank you for your excell ent article,
"Drugs Jokes at Parties."
The article called to my attention the
dang er that can ex ist fo r all of us at parti es when drugs are present. If I were
asked to use drugs, I cou ld at least have
a choice, but I would not be able to make
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T he arti cle in the newspaper about
drugs written by Nicole Lacey was very
good. I liked it because it gave me the
chan ce to see how many teenagers are
destroy ing others lives with drugs and
just treating it as if it were a joke.
I don't think t hat everyone has to take
drugs just to be coo l or ju st because
th eir friends push them into it. I hope
t hat th is article will make more people
change their minds and not take it as a
JOke. I wish that you could print more
articles like this.

Tuey Wong
I was happy to see th e article recognizing the problem of teen drug abuse. I
t hink it is one of t he most harmful and
least realized pro blems today. I also
enjoyed reading about Aware, the drug
test. Althoug h only a small step, it is a
begining to a drug- free teen population.
Anony mous
Sneaky Previews
I feel that the movie rev iews in New
Expression give away too much of the
movi e in the review. Save some of the
details for your readers to see for themselves. I feel the space taken up in t he
long reviews cou ld be utilized better by
h aving more reivews t hat are more concise.
Shann on Camp bell
Wine, Women, Song
Basically, I fou nd New Expression interestin g and informat ive. I was not happy, though, to find that a paper ru n by
teenagers would be as quick to put teenagers down. To me th e art icles seemed
to say that teenagers' only concern s are
sex, drugs and mus1c.
Adrienne Dumser

In the Closet
Erin C. Martin

Most people don't look good dead. I
find this to be my experience.
When I was twelve years old, my
grandmother died. She was a mean and
hateful woman, and I felt no great sorrow at her passing. She never had a nice
thing to say to me or my brother, Julian.
She always fussed about the weather
and the next door neighbor's dog who
sprayed her bushes to mark his
territory.
She was always quoting passages
from the Bible like so many old people
who act religious. Little did she know
that a person has to be good as well as
sanctified to get into heaven.
I was glad to leave St. Louis. It held
too many bad memorie!' for me, mainly
the constant naggings and preachings of
my grandmother. She went to bed one
night and didn't get up the next morning. Like I said, I didn't burst out in tears
at the news. And shortly afterwards my
parents divorced, and Mom, Julian and I
moved back to Chicago.
Julian, as well as grandmother, looked
bad dead. Julian was rather handso me in
life. But laid out in the coffin he looked
green and slightly bloated. I remember
that my grandmother looked shrunken
and yellow and just as ugly as she had
looked when she was alive.
Julian was killed by a drunken driver
when he was going to a convenience
store near my house. The driver probably won't serve more than five years in
prison because of the fact that she had
never before been arrested .
After the funeral, lots of relatives
came with condolences and Corning
Ware casseroles. They probably meant
well, but I still didn't want to see them .
All the condolences and food in the
world wouldn't make Julian not dead.
Most of the time I stayed in my room
crying. That was the first time that
anyone I really loved died.
After the relatives stopped com ing,
Dad left and went back to St. Louis. I
guess he didn't want to be in the house
with Mom any longer than he had to.
My mother is rather nerve-racking.
She kept an extremely clean house, as
though she were expecting the decorating editor of Beller Homes and Gardens to
pop by unannouhced for a layout shot of
our house. I remember that on Saturdays at the crack of dawn she had Julian
and I up to clean an already spotless
house.
Two days after Julian's funeral my
mother was dressed and ready for work.
She seemed none the worse for his
absence. She wore her usual dull sUit
without feminine adornments. Her
makeup was precisely done. Its ver y perfection made a person wonder if she had
her own makeup artist m her bedroom
to do it for her every morning.
She didn't act as though she remembered that she had buried her son just
two days ago. And l wondered if she
would turn his bedroom mto a sewing
room
I was not ready to go back to school,
partly because I was so depressed and
partly because I didn 't like school and
looked for an excuse to stay home
whenever l could .
We were bratty children . O ne summer
we caught the ne1ghbor's Afghan hound
and shaved it bald . The ne1ghbor
screamed when she saw her Precious
with no hair. Our mother wh1pped us

soundly and locked us up in a closet for
punishment. This was her usual
response when she didn't want to be
bothered with us. She locked us away.
She tried to forget we were there .
The first thing Julian and I did when
we got back to Chicago was to go to the
Museum of Science and Industry. We
were becoming adults, which explains
our new reverence for the museum. We
looked at the exhibits with a greater
understanding ins tead of trying to figure out ways to elude our mother and
go look at the exhibit with the dead
babies.
The last time our mother took us was
on a crowded Saturday afternoon . I was
six, and Julian was about eight. We
walked and looked at the exhibits until
Julian and I got tired . Mom made us
keep on walking because, she reasoned,
there was so much museum and so little
time to see it all.
Suddenly, I had to go to the bathroom
really badly, probably owing to the fact
that I had so much to drink at lunch . We
tried to get to the bathroom in time, but
we couldn't, and I wet myself. I think
the most terrible feeling in the world
must be wet corduroy sticking to your
skin. I felt miserable, and we had to go
home in the cold winter air. l had a very
obvious stain on the back of my pants.
When we got home, Mom locked me
m the closet for shammg her in public. I
didn't understand her. I was the one
with the pee in my pants. It was my
shame, not hers . When I was in the
closet, Julian talked to me under the
door. He told me bad jokes to cheer me
up, and I laughed.
Some of this feeling is still with me. I
hated the feeling of being shut away
because my mother didn't want anything to do with me.
When I saw Julian again, I thought I
was dreaming. Sometimes, when I wake
from dreaming, someone from the
dream is still with me . Because of this, I
try to stay awake most of the time. I still
have dreams about monsters. What if
one of them came out of my dream and
made me have a heart attack or something? It scares me to think about it.
One mght when I was trying not to
sleep, I saw Julian . He was sitting in the
wicker chair my Aunt Julie ga·.1e me for
my birthday. I still am not sure if this
was real or imagined. At that time I
didn't care . I just wanted more than
anythmg to see him again.
I could only see him 1f I slept really
lightly We talked about different things,
and Julian sometimes didn't want to
talk. I accepted that. Mostly, he just
asked me who went to h1s funeral,
things like that. I was able to do it for
weeks before my mother found o ut
about it.
She heard me talking to him one night
and burst into the room . I woke up right
way and stared her boldly in the ~ace.
This was my first act of open def1ance.
It made me feel good that I could rebel
and not have to be a little kid anymore.
She came over to me and slapped that
defiant look off my face. She was angry,
but 1 don't know why. Maybe she felt
that I was somehow shaming her again.
I didn't want 1t to happen, but she
made me feel SIX years old again . I wet
myself like that day in the museum. The
museum memory rushed back and overpowered me My mother still had control over me

Art by Sean Hicks

She could make me wet myself on
command. I couldn't think straight. I
didn't know what to do so I just started
crying until I had a bad headache. Julian's coming back had made it so that I
didn't have to cry anymore, but now I
had never felt so defeated in my life. I
lay back on my bed and slept a dead,
dreamless sleep.
The next morning, Mom took me to a
place for crazy people, where I still live
now. I learned from my therapist that
my mother had told them that I'd tried
to kill myself and had to be stopped
from taking a bottle of sleeping pills. My
mother had lied about me.
She was locking me back in the closet.
She didn't want to be bothered with me.
Dad never visited me. Last spring he
died of heart failure. He was fifty-two. I
was alone in the world with no one to
depend on but a woman who wanted me
gone.
I wonder if she thinks about me on
the twenty-nine days of the month she
doesn't see me? Does she remember
that she has a daughter? Did she turn
my bedroom into an office like she
turned Julian's into a sewing room ?

I think that on the first chance I get I
will try to kill myself. The other patients
are really ill, but at least they have relatives and friends who hope that they
will get well. I don 't have anyone.
Mom should not have been with
anyone in her life, because everyone she
is with gets hurt eventually. She makes
people die.
Julian doesn't come back anymore.

About Young Chicago
"YOUNG CHICAGO" is the teen
literary magazine of New Expression.
Each month, one or two short stories
by Chicago-area students are
featured .
"YOUNG CHICAGO" is always
interested in reviewing new manuscripts for publication. Do you have a
story to tell? Do you enjoy reading
other writers' works and offering
suggestions to the authors? If so, JOin
us for the first staff meeting of
"Young Chicago," Monday, Oct. 27, 4
pm. at 207 S. Wabash. Bring some of
your work.

Register Now
Classes Forming Every Month
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Entertainment
MOVIES
The Boy Who Could
Fly
This movte mixes melodrama, science- fictton , comedy, romance and
fantasy tn an apparent attempt to
appeal to all types of audiences. The
result is confusion .
The story is about 14-year-old Milly
(Lucy Deakins) whose family starts a
new life after the suicide of the father.
While adjusting to their new neighborhood, Milly meets Erik (Jay Underwood), a mute who has retreated into
his own world as a result of his parents' death in a plane crash. Erik's
response to this tragedy is to pretend
to fly.
Milly tries to help him communicate with other people. She also struggles with her feelings of disbelief
through the movie as to whether the
strange happenings involving Erik are
a sign of his being able to fly.
The underlying message in this film
is to believe in self enough in order to
believe in others. But this message is
lost with all the romance, fantasy and

.

comedy that follows.
It is predictable that Milly would fall
in love with Erik while tying to help
him. But the Disney-like fantasy way
the directors present the romance,
complete with sky rockets and clouds,
distracts the audience from the theme.
It is so distracting that I wondered if
the directors were going to pursue
another story altogether in the middle
of the film .
The character of Geneva (Mindy
Cohn), a giddy teenaged friend of Milly's, is funny, but the humor is more
distracting than entertaining.
In contrast, the acting of Lucy Deakins is absorbing. She is believable as
a teen under the strain of a father's
suicide, experiencing a haunting first
love with a boy who can fly. "It was
played honestly and with the right
amount of innocence.
Jay Underwood's character of Erik
did not have many speaking parts,
but his character comes across as a
boy misunderstood by others.
But because of the mixed moods,
neither acting performance saves the
movie. Obviously the directors didn't
believe enough in the audience's entertainment standards to let well
enough alone.
Faith Tucker

The Boy Who Could Fly
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Entertainment
Crocodile Dundee
Don't think of this movie as the
adventure of some half-baked Australian Indiana Jones in New York
City as I did at first. Instead, think of
him as a charming Aussie bushman
who tells us a lot about ourselves
through the wonderful honesty of his
character.
"Crocodile Dundee" is about an
Australian poacher who is invited to
New York by Newsday Newspaper
because he manages to survive being
attacked by a crocodile in the Australian bush. The plot is predictable in
that the beautiful lady reporter and
Dundee fall in love.
But the charm, corniness and naivete of the main character separates
this story from other romantic adventure films.
The charming Pau l Hogan knows
somethin g about the Aussie bushman character he portrays. Because
of this , he seems not to be acting at
all .
An Australian bushman in hightech New York makes for corny but
funny scenes. Dundee is afraid of
being sucked under the floor by the
escalator in the airport when he arrives. On a street corner he tells two
prostitutes that they shouldn't stand
outside of bars because people will
assume they are prostit\Jtes. He sees
a man snorting cocaine and assumes
that the man is trying to unclog his
nose.
Even though Dundee is exposed to
all of these situations that are foreign
to him, his character and personality
does not change. Even in the Ritz
Hotel, Dundee sleeps on the floor,
eats out of cans and generally looks
like he's about to go hunt crocodiles .

·
Moore cuts his tail off between now
and June.
Deldra Guerrero

Together We Stand

Keeping your identity and learnmg
to accept others as themselves is the
message in this film . That coupled
with the humor, t he good acting and
the beautiful scenery of Australia are
more than enough reasons to go see
this movie.
Faith Tucker

TELEVISION
Head of The Class
Welcome to Room 19 of Monroe
High School, the new classroom comedy on ABC called " Head of the
Class." Th is comedy is especially for
teens because it deals with the problems of a teenager's life.
As a classroom comedy it's a lot like
" Welcome Back Kotter," except that
these kids are academic. The whiz
kids of "Head of the Class" are spilling over with knowledge.
Their teacher, Charlie Moore,

played by Howard Hessman, tries to
give his whiz kids a well-rounded
education, but as a 60's hippie and
now an 80's liberal h1s teaching is
unorthodox.
The ten whiz kids are so different
from one another that they break the
"nerd" stereotype once and for all .
Darlene, played by Rob in Givens, is a
speech and debate enthusiast who,
on the surface. appears perfect, but
underneath is very unsure of herself.
Maria, played by Leslie Bega, is heavy
on the make-up and gaudy clothes
but very sensitive and sincere on the
inside. And there's Simone, played by
Khrystyne Haje, a quiet, super conservative dresser, who's painfully shy.
For a change, this show presents
the problems of the teen characters
realistically. And the counseling of
the teacher is believable and helpful.
He's the type of teacher that most
students would like to have.
This should be an interesting series
if the ratings keep it on the air. I'm
anxious to see whether the script writers keep it real istic and whether

The situation tor this show is not
suited to comedy, although it might
work as a dramatic television mov1e.
The situation is a fam ily of four who
adopt two children with different racial backgrounds . In the first episode
the parents joke about thei r first
adopted daughter's feelings of anger
and betrayal when the parents adopt
two other children . Her brother tells
the parents that if Amy (the first
adopted child) has a problem with
Sam (the second adopted ch1ld) that
the family could send her back to the
adoption agency. Th1stype of insensitive humor doesn' t work or it
shouldn 't work.
In the second ep1sode, the mother,
Lori, has a dream about "white bread,"
which leads her t o believe that she is
not the righ t mother for Sam and
Sally, the newly adopted children.
Th is subject is too serious •o be
mixed with comedy.
It's obvious why the producers use
a laugh track. The humor doesn 't
work .
All of the show's cast, except Natasha Bobo, have starred in awardwinning comedies before joining " Together We Stand." Elliot Gould won
fame for his comic skill in "M* A *S*H."
And Dee Wallace Stone was praised
for her humorous portrayal as the
mother in "E.T." It's too bad that this
wonderful talent wasn 't given a more
suitable script.
As it is, I doubt that they'll be standing together beyond this season .
Jeneen Catledge

Entertainment
MUSIC
Paul Simon
Graceland

·

Simon's own writing style resembles story telling. "Graceland " is much
like a collect1on of short stories.
Verses start off with lines such as
"There was this girl in New York
City... " and "A long time ago ... "
People who only hear music may
think this album isn't diverse enough.
But the sensitive listener of music will
find dancing horns, crisp guitars and
sweet harmonies. Admittedly, there
are similarities among the eleven
songs on "Graceland," but thses similarities bring the album together
rather than make it boring.
Most listeners of music will enjoy
" Graceland's" maturity after years of
being assaulted by juvenile techno
pop.
David Ratzlow

The search for new sounds in music
has been on the minds of every pop
performer who wants to survive. Most
of them fail or produce something
artificial and cont rived . But in his new
album " Graceland," Paul Simon delivers a joyful new sound with honesty
and sweetness.
'Township Jive" or " Mbaqanga" is
the street music of Soweto. an allblack ghetto outs1de of Johannesburg, South Afica, which Simon came
Chicago 18
across by chance. The couple dozen
Chicago has made a few changes
musicians and singers Paul hired for
most of this project are well worth the
since they were last heard from in
1984. These changes seem to be for
extra money he paid for them .
the better. This new album won 't necThe Soweto bands, Stimela and the
Boyoyo Boys, use guitars, drums and
essarily change anyone's view of life,
but the songs are danceable and
bass like American bands. But what
enjoyable.
Simon found attractive was the added
emphasis on the accordian and saxPeter Cetera, the band's former lead
ophone in Soweto. L.A.'s Los Lobos
singer who recently went solo, has
been replaced by vocalist/bassist
and Louisiana's Good Rockin' DoopJason Scheff. Jason's tenor voice
sie, who make appearances on
adds flair to Chicago's new style of
"Graceland," also play the accord ian
pop-rock music with occasional clasand saxophone in the same jumping
sic rock undertones. The lyric:> restyle.
volve around the typical theme of love
This connection between Africa and
and relationships.
America is the underlying theme of
"Graceland." The American Everly r~-~~~--------Bros., who sing on the title track , and
the South Afncan vocal group, Ladysmith Black Mambayo, have simlliar
sweet harmOnieS.
One African group said that they
now use minor chords similiar to the
ones they heard from Simon. And
Simon now uses some of Stimela's
Be sure to watch Hard Cover every
rolling melodies and LBM 's vocal
Monday n1ght, now on Cable Channel
style.
19. Here's a l1sting of new dates and
Although the mus1c IS definitely
t1mes for upcoming telecasts.
"township Jive," the words are not.
Smce S1mon 1s not a South Afncan ,
Teen Lifestyles: Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
he cannot wnte about apartheid opTeens battle it out over the effects
pression from experience.
of song lyrics on teen behavior.
The only song that comes close to
bemg pollt1cal is " Homeless," which
Student Voices: Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
was mostly written and arranged as a
Students discuss the lack of A.P.
soulful. acapella vocal by Joseph
courses in some high schools with
Shabalala, lead singer of Ladysmith.
Board officials.
The words m Zulu tell the story of a
homeless Sowetan man, and they
Let's Talk: Nov. 10 at 7:30p.m.
give us a different perspective on the
Whitney Young drama troupe dramSouth Afncan cns1s than the Iynes on
atizes male attitudes about sex and
"Sun City."
provokes reactions from a teen panel.

G u··de to new
I een-pro duc·ed
cable TV shows
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The exception to these themes is
Chicago's current release, the remade "25 or 6 to 4," a song about
trying to function in a drunken stupor.
It has powerful percussion, hardrocking guitar riffs and funky, soulful
trumpets. It's already climbing the
charts.
" Niagra Falls" has an enchanting
multi- layered sound with a breathtaking melodic rhythm . It rides like
waves and flows and splashes like a
waterfall .
The emotional
'Forever"

is definitely their best song yet. The
ranting saxophones , raving-rocking
guitars, powerful percussion motions
and the singer's serious voice all reflect a determination to make this
special relationship last forever.
No Chicago album would be complete without the standard Chicagostyle ballad, "I Believe." This slow,
mellow song with the familiar Chicago sound proves that despite all of
Chicago's changes, some things will
never change.
Angela English

FREE CHARM!
'90 Charm Dat<'s A vai lablP

*Limited time only
Chain not included.
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Root Photographers is the official senior portrait and yearbook photographer for a great
many of the fine high schools in the Chicagoland area.

What does that mean to you?
It means those schools selected ROOT because of its excellence in senior
portraiture its 90 plus years of experience in school photography its fine
portrait quality and sensible prices.

It means-Creative senior portrait sittings with extra new and unique
poses FOR FREE

6 W. Randolph
3rd Floor,
Chicago, IL 60601
Overlooking State Street Mall

263-3402

It means-Being photographed by a ROOT senior portrait specialist who
will capture your true personality in a portrait that will be treasured as a
graduation memoir for many years.

1131 West Sheridan • Chicago • 761-5500
THE FINEST IN SCHOOL PORTRAITURE
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